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introduction and practi::al application of the steam 
hammer. In 1838 he made drawings and arrangements 
for making a steam hammer with a stationary cylin
der, and the hammer on the piston rod, but it was 
not until 1842 that he took out a patent. In one im
portant feature, without which this hammer is of lit
tle value, it differed from the patents of Watt and 
Deverill. It provided for the lift of th0 hammer so 
as to graduate the blow. This is the steam h�mmer 
which was first introduced into the United States. 
The inventor of the moving cylinder steam hammer 
was the late John Condie, of Glasgow, who patented 
his improvement in October, 1846. This hammer is 
well known in America. The improvement simpli
fied the construction and diminished the weight and 
cost of the hammer, as the weight of the cylinder is 
usefully applied for the hammer. A knowledge of 
its distinctive character was first generally communi
cated to our mechanics through the columns of the 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, in an illustrated description of 
it on page 337, Vol. III. (old series). Steam is ad
mitted through the hollow pistou rod, and it may be 
used either as a single or double-acting hammer. In 
1853 Robert Morrison, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, pat
ented and erected a steam hammer, for his own use, 
having the piston rod and piston forged in one piece, 
and of such a size and weight as to form the ham
mer. The piston rod was extended above the cylin
der cover and worked through a lC'ng stuffing box, 
which formed a guide for it. This hammer has been 
used for ten years, and is as sound to-day as when 
first put up. 

In October, 1855, Wm. Naylor, of Norwich, pat
ented the application of gear for rendering the steam 
hammer double acting. This improvement has been 
extensively adopted in England. Robert Morrison 
also early applied steam on both sides of his piston, 
but he considers that double-acting steam hammers, 
while they may be useful for light forgings, should 
never be employed for heavy work. About 60 blows 
per minute are given by a single-acting gravity ham
mer. The tendency of double-acting hammers mov
ing rapidly on large masses of iron, ib to consolidate 
the skin and produce an unsound forging; the center 
of a large shaft thus hammered will not be so sound 
as one fOlged with a single-acting hammer. 

This is the opinion ofMr_ Morrison on the action 
of double and single-acting steam hammers, as given 
in a communication to the Engineer. Mr. Naylor ex
presses quite a contrary opinion, through the same 
source, in favor of quick-moving double-acting ham
mers for all kinds of forgings. He as�erts that the 
inside of a shaft may be forged as soundly with a 5-
tun hammer moving with a high velocity as a 15-tun 
hammer with a low velocity. He says respecting the 
pressure of the steam assisting the gravity of the 
hammer :-" If the propelling force be three times 
greater in one case than the other, the velocity at the 
end of tlie stroke will be as if it had fallen through 
three times the distance; and the effect of the blows 
will be as its initial weight (the hammer's) multiplied 
by the square of the velocity." 

The largest steam hamn er in the world, we under
stand, is used at the celebrated steel works of H_ 
Krupp, in Prussia. The head alone of this hammer 
weighs 40 tuns, and the cylinder and framing corre· 
spond in weight. The cylinder is ad justable upon its 
stanaard so that the hammer may be rai�ed and low
ered bodily to adapt it for forging work of different 
degrees of thickness. The same object is attained by 
modes that are employed for raising and lowering the 
anvil block. Messrs. Imray and Copeland, of Lon
don, have patented an anvil block set in a close re
servoir of water, ana the block is raised or lowered 
like the ram of a hydraulic press by a force pump. 
A Belgian steam hammer with a water-bed anvil 
block is in the Exhibition. The shock of the blows 
is distributed over an extensive surface and this is 
claimed to be a great advantage. 

THE LONDON EXHIBITION. 

II). America two modes of telegraphing are now 
chiefly used, namely the sounding system by Prof. 
Morse's electric magnet, and the recording system by 
printing messages with the combination instrument, 
which ill a modification of the House Telegraph. In 
Europe a greater variety of modes are in use for tele
graphing than with Ufl. With respect to the instru· 

ments at the Great Exhibition , we condense the fol
lowing from the London Mechanics' Magazine :

BRITISH TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTS_ 
The machines of various kinds which serve for the 

conversion of electric force into human language may 
be classified as follows, viz. :- Into needle telegraphs, 
whose communications are made by the oscillations of 
one or more magnetic needles, to the right or left, 
at the will of the operator, a specific number of such 
movements being appropriated to each letter or 
figure, and agreed upon as its representative to the 
eye of the receiver. "Dial ," or" step-by-step," tel
egraphs, in which a pointer, li!m the hand of a clock, 
turning on its axis in the center of a circular dial is 
caused to indicate any desired letter inscribed around 
the circumference of the latter. Recording telegraphs, 
wherein co�binations of dots and strokeB, indented 
or otherwise marked upon ribboned paper, are made 
to represent each character in the alphabet. Printed 
telegraphs, whose signals are produced in plain print
ed type. And, finally, acoustic telegraphs, or elec
tricity made vocal, on which plan correspondence is 
carried on by sound alone. 

Of needle telegraphs (the class of imtruments 
chiefly made use of in Great Britain), there are sev
eral exhibitors. The British and Irish Magnetic Tele
graph Company show the single-needle instruments 
of the late Edward Highton, who was the first to 
bring into practice the use of one line wire in connec
tion with them, so as to obtain a result in working 
power equal to tha t of the old system of dou ble wires 
and needles. Messrs. Reid Brothers exhibit the 
double-needle system, as used by the Electric and 
International Company. 

Of dial telegraphs, all the specimens exhibited are 
exq uisite pieces of workmanship. It may be doubted 
whether this system could be made practically availa
ble for telegraphing to any considerable distance; 
but it is admirably adapted for the purpose to which 
it is being extensively applied by the Universal Pri
vate Telegraph Company, recently established for 
erecting and maintaining, at small fixed annual ren
tals, private lines of communication in large towns, 
for the use of persons desirous of ha ving several places 
of business brought within speaking distance of each 
other. The instrument exhibited by this company is 
the invention of Professor Wheatstone. It consists 
of two distinct parts, the" communicator" for send
ing, and the "indicator" for receiving messages. 
The communicator contains a permanent horse-shoe 
magnet, at the poles of which are placed electro
magnetic coils. An axis, bearing a soft iron arma
ture, and connected to wheel work, moved by a han
dle external to the box, is made to revolve so as to 
pass rapidly over the poles of the magnet, inducing 
thereby currents of electricity moving alternately in 
opposite directions through the wire of the coils and 
along the conducting line to the distant indicator. 
Externally the communicator has on its upper sur
face a fixed dial divided into thirty spaces, twenty· six 
for the alphabet, three for punctuation, and one for 
zero. An inner circle marks the nine digits. A 
pointer in the cenier rotates by mechanism, and 
stops, at the will of the operator, opposite the letter 
he desires to send. Around the outside of the dial 
are thirty small depressible keys or buttons, one for 
each sign; these being depressed in succession, will, 
by means of internal mechanism, each liberate one 
current or thirty distinct currents during an 
entire revolution of the hand from button to button 
round the dial. For every current thus trammitted, 
the pointer of the communicator and that of the imH
cator at the distant station will simultrtneously ad
vance step by step until they reach the letter oppo
site t,he depressed key or button. The indicator, re
sembling a small clock, has inscribed on its f,1ee the 
same letters and numerals as the communicator, 
and its hand receives its motion, synchronous with 
that of the latter, by means of an electro-magnetic 
apparatus. 

The recording telegraph�, in some form or other, 
are the class of instruments in all but universal use 
everywhere, except in Great Britain. The parents of 
this system are Morse, of America, whose signals are 
dots and strokes, indented with an iron style upon 
paper, against and from which the style can be 
pressed and released at pleasure, by electro-magnet
ism, the paper itself being continually drawn forward 
in front of the style be�een rollers, moved by ordi-
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nary clockwork machinery; Hnd Bain, of England, 
whose signals were obtained by using the decompo
sing power of the current for making marks up!ln 
chemically prepared paper. 

The improvement of such instruments now work 
more or le�8 autolURtically. The automatic Rystem 
of R. Allen is especially ingenious. It consists of 
three machines; the punching machine is the first of 
these, and by this the ribbon paper to be passecl 
through the sending machine is perforated with holes, 
representing dots and strokes of the Mor�e alphabet, 
at those points only where the current is required to 
mark on the unperforated ribbon at the receiving 
station; next is the sending machine, into which the 
perforated paper is introduced. This machine winds 
up its own clockwork, whereby the paper is drawn 
forward, and stops of its own accord when the mes
sage is completed , and lastly, the receiving instru
ment at the distant station, which is also so arranged 
as to start its own machinery on receiving the elec
tric impulse, and stop it when the perforated paper 
at the other end has passed through the sending 
apparatus. 

Professor Wheatstone's automatic recorder is 
another very beautiful instrument of this clRss. The 
message to be sent has to be punched out, as in the 
former case; but instead of using lines and dots for 
signals, as in the Morse system, the signals here are 
all dots, but are grouped above and below a line of 
smaller perforations, running horizontally along the 
middle of the paper ribbon. The punched out mes
sag-e forms a sort of jacquard pattern, which is intro
duced into the sending instrnment, and by turning a 
handle it is passed through it at a uniform rate; as 
each hole in the paper comes through the center of 
the clip which keeps it even as it  passes, three springs, 
attached to an axis in connection with the handle, 
rise up, but only one of these can rise through the 
paper, because there will only be one perforation pre
sente� at the same time. 

In printing telegraphs, the only instrument exhib
ited is that of Mr. Jacob Brett, which is memorable 
historically, being the instrument by which the first 
message was received through the first submarine 
cable. 

The acoustic telegraph of Sir Charles Bright and 
his brother is a very interesting piece of electro-mag
netic mechanism, beautifully simple and practical. 
It is exhiloited by the British and Irish Magnetic Tel
egraph Company, who use it extensively on thei r 
lines. The current is set in motion by a pair of fin
ger keys, one passing positive, the other negative 
currents, and so connected, that the sender does not 
pass the current thruugh his own receiving apparatus, 
but only to that of his correspondent, who is thus 
able to reply instantly on the sending key being re
leased. Two small hammers attached to the arma
tures of two electro-magnetic coils, perform their 
office in obedience to the temporary magnetism in
duced at will in the soft iron cores of the latter. 
These hammers are thus wielded by the operator 
hundreds of miles away, and by means of preconcer
ted strokes on two bells of different tone, endow with 
mysterious life these "airy tongues that syllable 
men's names;" ringing marriage peals and knells of 
death, and ic1entifying themselves with every phase 
of humanity. 

Besides these instruments of every day use, we 
must not omit to notice the marine galvanometer of 
Professor W. Thompson, the use of which was 80 im
portant in obtaining signals across the Atlantic. 
Its specialty, however, is for making delicate tests 
of long cables, especially at sea. Inside the coils, a 

small magnet fastened to a little circular mirror is 
strung on unspun silk fiber, passing through its center 
of gravity. Outside the coils a strong directing mag
net overpower's the force of the earth's magnetism. 
By this arran�ement, neither that force nor the mo
tion of the ship sensibly affect the posi lion of the sus
pended magnet relatively to the coils. The deflec
tion qaused by cnrrents through the coils are shown 
by a spot of light reflected from the mirror on to a 
graduated scale. This spot remains quite steady, no 
mattEr how much the ship pitches or rolls. Most 
accurate measurements of electric currents can Ithus 
be made at sea in all weathers. 

PORTABLE gas is man�fa�tured in Paris on a large 
scale for the supply of workshops, &c. The Company 
have recently published a report of their operations. 
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